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ABSTRACT
“Form Template Method” is a refactoring pattern to merge
similar Java methods with syntax differences. In this refac-
toring, developers divide target similar methods into a tem-
plate method and primitive methods corresponding to the
common part and the differences, respectively. In this pro-
posal, we present a tool to show candidates of appropriate
divisions between the common part and the differences based
on a cohesion metric COB when developers select a pair of
similar methods.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.7 [Software Engineering]: Distribution, Maintenance,
and Enhancement—Restructuring, reverse engineering, and
reengineering

General Terms
Experimentation
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1. INTRODUCTION
Code clone is a code fragment that has identical or similar
fragments to it in the source code[3]. It is regarded as one
of factors that makes software maintenance more difficult.
When developers modify a code fragment, they have to find
code clones corresponding to modified code fragment.

Clone refactoring (i.e., merging code clones) is a disciplined
technique to reduce code clones[1]. Syntactically identical
code clones can be merged by straightforward technique
(e.g., Pull-Up Method refactoring, Extract Method refac-
toring). On the other hand, when code clones have syn-
tactic differences, it is necessary to extract those differences
as new functions (e.g., Java method, C++ function) before
merging.

”Form Template Method”[1] is a common refactoring to merge
a similar pair of Java methods with syntactic differences.
In the refactoring, developers divide similar methods into a
template method and primitive methods corresponding to
the common part and the differences, respectively.

However, it is difficult for developers to identify the common
part and the difference from similar methods, and extract
primitive methods so that each of them has a functionality
that can be given suitable method name. Therefore, tool
support is needed for desirable evolution of a pair of sim-
ilar Java methods with syntactic differences. Juillerat et
al. proposed an approach of automatic “Form Template
Method”[2]. This approach detects different subtrees by
comparing sequences of AST nodes which are generated by
using post-order traversal, and shows only a candidate of
“Form Template Method” for each pair of similar methods
regardless of satisfying developers.

In this proposal, we present a tool to show candidates of ap-
propriate divisions between the common part and the differ-
ences based on a cohesion metric Cohesion of Blocks (COB)
[5] when developers select a pair of similar methods.

2. PROPOSED TOOL
First, we explain COB. COB is a cohesion metric between
block statements in source code. It is proposed by Miyake
et al. for identification of a set of block statements suit-
able for Extract Method refactoring. Proposed tool uses
COB to see whether or not expanded fragments should be
extracted as primitive methods, and then suggests pairs of
code fragments with high COB as excellent candidates of
pairs of primitive methods. The definition of metric COB is
as follow:
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1

b
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v
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where:

• b is the number of code blocks,

• v is the number of used variables in the method,

• Vj is j-th variable used in the method,

• µ(Vj) is the number of code blocks using variable Vj .



Figure 1: A screenshot of proposed tool

Next, we explain proposed tool. Proposed tool shows can-
didates of appropriate divisions between the common part
and the differences when developers select a pair of similar
methods.

Figure 1 shows a screenshot of proposed tool. Highlighted
code fragments represent candidates of primitive methods.
A pair of regions painted the same color means a pair of cor-
responding differences (i.e., candidates for primitive meth-
ods having the same name). Non-highlighted regions mean
code fragments have an identical fragment to it in the cor-
responding method (i.e., candidate for a template method).

The steps to derive candidates of primitive are as follows.

1. Detect code fragments corresponding differences be-
tween Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs) of given similar
methods

2. Expand detected code fragments into code fragments
including above, below or parent statements until all
of expanded fragments are identified as extractable by
the refactoring features of Eclipse JDT

3. Rank expanded fragments based on COB metric.

3. DEMONSTRATION
We applied proposed tool to the method pair in Figure 1.

This method pair is genErrorHandler method in CppCode-
Generator class and genErrorHandler method in JavaCode-
Generator class in ANTLR 2.7.4 1. Those methods are very
similar to each other.

Figure 1 shows one of candidates for“Form Template Method”
refactoring suggested by proposed tool. This candidate is
highly ranked by COB metric with 0.86 because each dif-
ference shares values between blocks (COB of a method in-
cluding only a block always indicates 1.0). Each highlighted
code fragment has a single functionality that can be given
suitable method name. Therefore, this can be considered as

1http://antlr.org/

an excellent candidate for “Form Template Method” refac-
toring. Using proposed tool with COB based ranking, devel-
opers are possible to find appropriate candidates of “Form
Template Method” refactoring easily.

4. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed a tool to show candidates of template primi-
tive methods for “Form Template Method” refactoring, and
demonstrate it. As future work, we are planning to use cohe-
sion metrics based on program slicing [4] instead of metric
COB, because we expect ranking is better using program
slicing. Also, we will implement the code transformation for
“Form Template Method” refactoring using the Language
Toolkit of Eclipse Project 2.
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